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Abstract—This study reports tradeoffs between the amount of 
uncertainty imposed on illegitimate signal reception and the 
maximum fiber transmission distance in a phase-shift keying 
(PSK) Y-00 quantum stream cipher system with deliberate signal 
randomization. We derive an analytical formula that shows the 
tradeoffs when a fiber link configuration and required optical 
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver side are given. Numerical 
simulations using the formula in a long-haul terrestrial 
transmission system with a reach of ~3,000 km is shown. 

Index Terms— Y-00 quantum stream cipher, deliberate signal 
randomization, optical coherent transmission systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Signal interception from a fiber link is a security threat in 

optical fiber networks [1]. In a current optical communication 
system, coherent transceivers are equipped with symmetric key 
data encryption, such as the advanced encryption standard 
(AES) [2]. The security of AES is based on computational 
complexity: cryptanalysis of the encrypted digital data is hard 
to be successful, while illegitimate signal reception is not 
prevented. Physical layer encryption (PLE) is a signal-level 
symmetric-key encryption to directly protect signals from being 
intercepted and enhance the security of communication systems. 
The PLE utilizes unique signal encoding and/or modulation. 
Here, we focus on the encryption using the effect of quantum 
noise on optical signals [3], called alpha-eta [4] or Y-00 
quantum stream ciphers [5]. 

The Y-00 cipher utilizes the synergistic effect of combining 
a symmetric-key-based high-order optical modulation and truly 
random quantum noise inevitable in the signal detection. 
Provided that the order of modulation is sufficiently high, for 
example, 218 phase-shift keying (PSK) [6], quantum noise 
imposes true uncertainty on the encrypted high-order optical 
signals, and signal reception without a symmetric key or 
interception inevitably contains errors. The uncertainty is 
unavoidable, which is promised by the quantum mechanics. 
Thus, the signal security of Y-00 cipher is irreducible. This 
feature makes it different from the conventional symmetric-key 
encryption carrying potential risk of being compromised in the 
future. State-of-the-art experiments of Y-00 cipher in optical 
fiber communications demonstrated single-channel bit rate of 
higher than 100 Gbit/s [7],[8], long reach of 10,118 km at 40 
Gbit/s in a single channel [9], and wavelength-division 
multiplexed high capacity of 10 Tbit/s [10]. Furthermore, the 

tradeoff between reach and signal security in PSK-based Y-00 
cipher transmission over a linear and nonlinear fiber channel 
were theoretically investigated in [9] and [11], respectively. 

Recently we have proposed quantum deliberate signal 
randomization (DSR) in which the encrypted high-order signal 
is additionally randomized based on the uncertainty generated 
using a quantum random number generator [12]. We have 
experimentally demonstrated PSK Y-00 cipher with the 
quantum DSR in a fiber transmission system with optical 
amplifiers [13] and an unrepeated fiber transmission system 
[14]. The DSR significantly enhances the security of the Y-00 
cipher, while it affects signal quality or transmission reach 
because the additional uncertainty is not removable even for a 
legitimate receiver. 

In this paper, we report tradeoffs between signal security 
and reach in a PSK Y-00 quantum stream cipher transmission 
system with DSR over a fiber link using optical amplifiers. A 
simple linear fiber channel model is employed, and an 
analytical tradeoff formula is derived. The formula shows the 
relation between the masking number which indicates the 
degree of signal security and reach when a fiber link 
configuration and required optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) 
at the receiver side are given. We experimentally investigate the 
required OSNR for 10-Gbit/s dual-polarization PSK Y-00 
cipher with DSR and numerically analyze the tradeoff in a 
terrestrial fiber link with a distance of ~3,000 km. 

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

A. Signal masking in PSK Y-00 cipher with DSR 
Y-00 cipher employs high-order modulation using a 

symmetric key. Fig. 1 shows the operating principles of PSK 
Y-00 cipher based on binary PSK message modulation (M = 2). 
Total 2m bases are prepared for the encryption. One of them is 
selected based on the key information for one-bit modulation: 
phase of coherent light is modulated to 0 or  data i  on a bit-
by-bit basis phase basis i  between 0 and . The encrypted 
signal follows a M·2m PSK template, and constellation diagram 
becomes an extremely high-order PSK for a large m, as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) indicates the magnified image of the 
encrypted signal. The adjacent bases are masked by quantum 
noise. Thus, an eavesdropper cannot correctly discriminate the 
encrypted signal carrying the message and key. A quantum 
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Fig. 1. Operating principles of PSK Y-00 cipher: (a) 
constellation diagrams and (b) magnified image. 

 
noise masking number that indicates the number of signals 
masked by quantum noise is introduced as a security measure. 

The quantum noise masking number for PSK Y-00 cipher  
Q-psk is defined as the ratio of angle uncertainty imposed by 

quantum noise shot to angle difference between adjacent bases 
basis and expressed as 

 

The angle difference basis for a data modulation order M and 
a bit number of bases m for the encryption is obtained as 

 

The angle uncertainty is given by 

 

where e, B, S, and PS are the elementary charge, receiver 
bandwidth, responsivity of a photodetector, and signal power, 
respectively [9]. The photodiode responsivity S is expressed as 

 

where q, h, and 0 are the quantum efficiency of a 
photodetector, Planck’s constant, and optical carrier frequency, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 2. Operating principles of PSK Y-00 cipher with DSR: 
(a) constellation diagrams and (b) magnified image. 

 

DSR is a technique that enhances the security of Y-00 cipher. 
Fig. 2 shows the operating principles. Following the Y-00 
encryption with a symmetric key, phase of the signal is 
randomized in a bit-by-bit manner based on unpredictable 
randomness generated using a physical random number 
generator. In other words, the phase is rotated by DSR i where 
the angle is randomly determined using unpredictable random 
numbers. The constellation diagram after the encryption with 
DSR is similar, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Meanwhile, as shown in 
Fig. 2(b), the phase uncertainty by DSR DSR is additionally 
imposed on the discrimination of the encrypted signals. The 
masking number for PSK Y-00 cipher with DSR is defined as 

 

The phase uncertainty DSR is the maximum range of phase 
rotation by the DSR and is expressed as 

DSR  

Here, DSR is the DSR index between 0 and 1, indicating the 
amount of signal randomization. By substituting Eqs. (2)-(4) 
and (6) into Eq. (5), the masking number is expressed as 

 

The effect of DSR on the masking number is independent of the 
signal power PS. Thus, a high masking number can be achieved 
even at a high optical power regime. On the other hand, the 
effect cannot be eliminated for a legitimate receiver with the 
key, and hence transmission performances are degraded 
depending on the DSR index. It is important to appropriately 
set the value of DSR considering the requirement of signal 
quality at the receiver side. 

B. Tradeoffs between the masking number and reach 
Here, we consider a long-haul optical fiber transmission 

system with optical fiber amplifiers. Fig. 3 shows the system 
configuration and power diagram. The fiber link consists of L 
km fiber spans and optical fiber amplifiers, and loss and gain 
are repeated in a regular manner. The number of spans is N, and 
the span loss is equal to the gain of the amplifier G. Provided 

 
Fig. 3. Configuration of a fiber link with optical fiber 
amplifiers. 
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that the signal power launched into each fiber span and OSNR 
required for adequate signal quality at the receiver are Pin and 
OSNRreq, respectively, the achievable maximum number of 
spans Nmax is given as 

Nmax
in

sp noise
 

where nsp and noise are the spontaneous emission factor of the 
amplifier and noise bandwidth of OSNR, respectively [9]. The 
number of fiber spans is an integer, and floor function is used. 
Meanwhile, optical signal power PS is obtained from Eq. (7) as 

q ΓDSR
 

We assume here that an eavesdropper detects all signal power 
at the input of the fiber link and hence define the masking 
number using Pin. By substituting (9) into (8) with a relation Pin 
= 2PS assuming a polarization multiplexing technique, the 
tradeoffs among the masking number, DSR index, and the 
maximum number of spans in the transmission system is 
derived as 

NY-00_ max
sp noise

 

where 
ΓDSR  

It is worth noting that the required OSNR at the receiver 
OSNRreq is related to the DSR index DSR in the Y-00 cipher 
system with DSR. 

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
The required OSNR at a receiver side was experimentally 

defined in this study. Here the bit error ratio (BER) threshold 
for forward error correction was set to 1×10-3. Fig. 4 shows the 
OSNR required to achieve the BER threshold for various DSR 
indexes in a 10-Gbit/s dual-polarization PSK Y-00 cipher 
system with DSR. The OSNR was defined in a noise bandwidth 

noise of 0.1 nm. The message modulation before the 
encryption was binary PSK (M = 2). The bit number of bases 
for the encryption m was 15 bits. The requires OSNR OSNRreq 
for each DSR index QDSR was determined from this result. 

Next, we used Eqs. (10) and (11) and numerically 
investigated the tradeoffs in a long-haul terrestrial optical 
communication system with a total transmission distance of 
~3,000 km. Table 1 summarizes the system parameters. A fiber 
link consisted of 100-km span standard single mode fiber with 
a fiber loss of 0.18 dB/km and optical amplifiers with a noise 
figure of 5.0 dB. The amplifier gain G was 18 dB to compensate 
the link loss. Fig. 5 shows the relation between the masking 
number and transmission reach for various DSR indexes. The 
masking number at DSR index = 0 (without DSR) decreases for 
the increase in the transmission reach, because signal power 
launched into each fiber span increases to achieve the required 
OSNR at the receiver side. On the other hand, the DSR 
substantially increases the masking number, and the masking 
number is independent of the reach in practice. Thus, the DSR 
significantly enhances the signal security in the optical fiber 
transmission system using amplifiers.  

 
Fig. 4. OSNR required to achieve a BER of 1×10-3 for various 
DSR indexes in 10-Gbit/s dual-polarization PSK Y-00 cipher 
system with DSR. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Numerical analysis of the tradeoffs between the 
masking number and transmission reach for various DSR 
indexes in 10-Gbit/s dual-polarization PSK Y-00 cipher 
system with DSR. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
We have analyzed tradeoffs between the masking number 

and transmission reach in PSK Y-00 cipher with DSR. Provided 
that a fiber link consisted of regularly repeated loss and gain, 
due to fiber attenuation and optical amplification, an analytic 
formula of the tradeoffs was derived. Using the formula and 
experimental investigation of OSNR required at the receiver 
side, we numerically studied the relation between the masking 
number and reach in a 10-Gbit/s terrestrial long-haul (~ 3,000 
km) fiber transmission system employing PSK Y-00 cipher 
with DSR. The results showed that the DSR significantly 
increased the masking number and mitigated the tradeoffs 
between the signal security and transmission reach.  
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TABLE I 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF LONG-HAUL FIBER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

Item Value 

Fiber span length: L 100 km 
Fiber loss 0.18 dB/km 

Amplifier gain: G 18 dB 
Noise figure of amplifier: 2nsp

 5.0 dB 
Quantum efficiency of a PD for 
eavesdropping: q 

1 
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